S. Harris Launches Second Collection with Fragments Identity

“When you add luxurious layers to a very neutral and organic environment, the result is truly stunning.”
April 2020 (New York, NY) -Expanding upon her first Fragments Identity Collection for S. Harris, designer
Tammy Price chose to intertwine her muted approach to color with the complementary allure of the
California climate and panoramas. “The first collection was a foundation,” she says. “And here, we really
wanted to introduce layers of textures, tones and palettes that have the ability to add endless interest to
an interior.” The second iteration of Fragments Identity is distinctly widespread in its application—billowy
furs and thick hide-like upholstery fabrics conjure thoughts of a Big Sur mountainside ski retreat while
feather-light linens and soft canvas cottons nimbly shift mindsets toward the sandy shores of Malibu and
the sundrenched hills of Hollywood.
“This collection is a very organic, an earthy compilation of tones and textures,” says Price. “They play well
when layering with one another and naturally give way to sophisticated spaces.” Mimicking the indooroutdoor sentiment synonymous with California living, Fragments Identity II blurs the lines further,
creating conversation between both worlds. “California is such an influential environment to begin with,”
she says, “but I truly believe the best part is the emphasis on interior-exterior living.”
A humble host for a tranquil lifestyle, the textile line offers a multitude of storied stripes and simplistic
patterns expressed in tonal creams, beiges, soft whites, pops of dusty blues, deep navy hues, and gentle
terracottas as if plucked from the lush landscape. “Tone-on-tone is a very serene and calming approach
to creating a space,” Price notes in reference to the collection’s overall palette. “It’s a simple direction
with major impact potential.”

FABRIC DESCRIPTIONS
Aletsch Sheer
Much like the Aletsch Glacier that runs through the Bernese Alps in Switzerland, this sheer fabric
presents subtle ridges and trail-like patterns that can be felt in tone-on-tone neutrals and hints of muted
pink and green.
Colorways: Alpine, Glacier, Ridge, Sierra, White Buff, Woodland
Argos
An elongated harlequin pattern in dark, moody tones characterizes this earthy textile featuring flocked
velvet.
Colorways: Aegean, Igneous, Moss, Sangra
Barcelo Stripe
With its classic black trim and ivory ground, the Barcelo Stripe exudes a global energy, recalling Turkish
towels, an umbrella stripe in Spain or a sleek yacht exterior in Monaco.
Biarritz
Like its coastal French namesake, our Biarritz fabric offers an unparalleled elegance fit for European
royalty. An off-rhythm stripe mimics the ebb and flow of the sea.
Colorway: Caspian
Caparica Stripe
Presented in a black and ivory colorway along with a more sepia-toned palette, the Caparica Stripe
features loose stitching that shows the artist’s hand. The name draws inspiration from Costa de Caparica,
a seaside town not far from Lisbon.
Colorways: Palm, Woodruff
Catania Stripe
An ode to Sicily, the Catania Stripe comes in two colorways: a colorful ground with purple and blue
accents, and a more rustic version with thick and thin burnt orange bands.
Colorways: Basin, Rustica
Durres
A city located on the Adriatic Sea, Durres is teeming with ancient history. Thus, the tightly woven
diamond motif of this textile contains multiple opportunities for visual stories.
Colorways: Adriatic, Red Fox
Goa Sheer
Goa, India, comprises a blend of Indian and Portugese cultures. Our Goa Sheer speaks to this with its
kaleidoscopic diamond and triangle markings that give the fabric a modern-tribal lean.
Colorway: Ivory

Gobi Stripe
The Gobi Stripe conveys the sand dunes and grasslands of the Gobi Desert, with charcoal and indigo
pigments that bring the fabric back to an urban existence.
Colorways: Ash, Groundwater
Mallorca
The sage green hue of this textile gives it a warm, earthy vibe—its pattern referencing the topography of
the mountainous island of Mallorca.
Colorway: Mediterranean
Messina
Lending two strong solids in black and cream, the Messina fabric pairs well with the more patterned
textiles in the Fragments Identity II collection and across our brands.
Colorways: Black, Cream
Pecora
While classic and beautiful to look at, the Pecora suede also delights the tactile enthusiast with its smooth
texture that’s soft to the touch.
Colorways: Azure, Cream, Grove
Portom Stripe
At once rough around the edges yet streamlined in execution, the Portom Stripe (Portom, a town in
Finland) acts as a handsome addition to the Fragments Identity II line.
Colorway: Sandstone
San Sebastian
A diversion from the solids and subtle stripes of the rest of the collection, San Sebastian (named after the
resort town in Spain) takes creative liberties with its graphic pattern—implemented in two tones of taupe
to keep the fabric neutral.
Colorway: Chessboard
Sarande
Conjuring the coastal town of Sarande in Albania, this pattern conveys a natural setting in neutral shades
that play with shadow and light, and positive and negative space.
Colorways: Alabaster, Carob, Riviera,

